
5779 – Leviticus 14-15 - Metzora (The Diseased Person) 
 
1The LORD said to Moses, 2"These are the regulations for the diseased 
person (ham’metzora) at the time of his ceremonial cleansing, when he 
is brought to the priest: 

3The priest is to go outside the camp and examine him. If the person 
has been healed of his infectious skin disease, 4the priest shall order that 
two live clean birds and some cedar wood, scarlet yarn and hyssop be 
brought for the one to be cleansed.  5Then the priest shall order that one of 
the birds be killed over FRESH WATER in a clay pot. 6He is then to take the 
live bird and dip it, together with the cedar wood, the scarlet yarn and the 
HYSSOP, into the blood of the bird that was killed over the fresh water. 

7Seven times he shall sprinkle the one to be cleansed of the infectious 
disease and pronounce him clean. Then he is to release the live bird …  

 
1. “… what is known as leprosy disease or Hansen disease, an illness 

that is caused by the Mycobacterium leprae bacteria, and can cause 
body and skin distortions, is not the Tzara’at that is mentioned in the 
Torah. This is a phenomenon that makes the skin all white, or have 
white patches, therefore it is often compared to snow… This descrip-
tion of Tzaraat appears in the Torah twice.”1 

 
a. Exodus 4:1-9 

1Moses answered, "What if they do not believe me or listen to me 
and say, 'The LORD did not appear to you'?" 2Then the LORD said 
to him, "What is that in your hand?" "A staff," he replied. 3The LORD 
said, "Throw it on the ground." Moses threw it on the ground and it 
became a snake, and he ran from it. 4Then the LORD said to him, 
"Reach out your hand and take it by the tail." So Moses reached out 
and took hold of the snake and it turned back into a staff in his 
hand. 5"This," said the LORD, "is so that they may believe that the 
LORD, the God of their fathers—the God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac and the God of Jacob—has appeared to you." 6Then the LORD 
said, "Put your hand inside your cloak." So Moses put his hand into 
his cloak, and when he took it out, the skin was leprous—it had 
become as white as snow …   

b. Numbers 12:1-16 
1Miriam and Aaron began to talk against Moses … 6"When a proph-
et of the LORD is among you, I reveal myself to him in visions, I 
speak to him in dreams. 7But this is not true of my servant Moses; 
he is faithful in all my house. 8With him I speak face to face, clearly 

                                                 
1 rhr.org.il/eng/2012/04/to-distinguish-between-impure-and-pure-dvar-torah-to-

parashot-tazrig-metzora/ 

and not in riddles; he sees the form of the LORD. Why then were 
you not afraid to speak against my servant Moses?" 

9The anger of the LORD burned against them, and he left them. 
10When the cloud lifted from above the Tent, there stood Miriam—
leprous, like snow. Aaron turned toward her and saw that she had 
leprosy; 11and he said to Moses, "Please, my lord, do not hold against 
us the sin we have so foolishly committed …   
1) Why wasn’t Aaron afflicted as well?  

c) Leviticus Rabba XVI:1 
For this reason did Moses warn Israel, This is the law of the leper— 
mezora (Lev. XIV, 2) [alluding to] one who utters evil [reports]  
(mozi [shem] ra’).1 

 
2. The onset and the termination of the state of tzara’at are effected 

only by the proclamation of a Kohen.2  
a. If suspect markings appear on a person, they are examined by an ex-

pert on the complex laws of tzaraat—usually, but not necessarily, a 
Kohen; but even after a diagnosis of tzaraat had been made, THE 
STATE OF RITUAL IMPURITY DOES NOT TAKE EFFECT, AND THE 
METZORA'S BANISHMENT IS NOT CARRIED OUT, UNTIL A 
KOHEN PRONOUNCES HIM "IMPURE." 

 
3. This is why even after all physical signs of tzaraat have departed, the 

removal of the state of impurity and the metzora's re-admission into 
the community is achieved ONLY BY THE KOHEN'S DECLARATION.  
a. Luke 5:12-16 

12When (the leper) saw Yeshua, he fell with his face to the ground and 
begged him, "Lord, if you are willing, you can make me clean." 13Yeshua 
reached out his hand and touched the man. "I am willing," he said. "Be 
clean!" And immediately the leprosy left him. 14THEN YESHUA 
ORDERED HIM, "DON'T TELL ANYONE, BUT GO, SHOW YOURSELF 
TO THE PRIEST AND OFFER THE SACRIFICES THAT MOSES 
COMMANDED FOR YOUR CLEANSING, AS A TESTIMONY TO THEM."  
1) Why?—Because he was NOT CLEAN until the Kohen said so! 

 
4. The Kohen's function as a condemner and ostracizer runs contrary to 

his most basic nature and role.  
a. The Kohen is commanded by G-d to "bless His people Israel with love"; 

our sages describe a "disciple of Aaron" as one who "loves peace, pur-
sues peace, loves G-ds creatures and brings them close to Torah."  
1) Numbers 6:22-26  
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b. But this is precisely the reason that the Torah entrusts to the Ko-
hen the task of condemning the metzora.  
1) Luke 12:49-50 (NKJ) 

49“I came to send fire on the earth, and HOW I WISH IT WERE 
ALREADY KINDLED! 50But I have a baptism to be baptized with, 
and how distressed I am till it is accomplished!   
Synonymous Parallelism  
49I came to send FIRE on the earth—and how I wish it were al-
ready kindled! 50But I have a BAPTISM to be baptized with—and 
how distressed I am until it is accomplished!3  
a) The verb “come”—Should it be translated; “I am come to send 

fire on the earth” (KJV); “I came to cast fire on the earth” 
(RSV); or “I have come to bring fire on the earth” (NIV)?—
Hebrew does not have a sophisticated tense system like Eng-
lish or Greek.  

b) In English we can distinguish between simple past (he wrote), 
present perfect (he has written), past perfect (he had written), 
past continuous (he was writing) and past perfect continuous 
action (he had been writing).  

c) In Hebrew, all five of these “past forms” of the English verb 
“write” are translated in Hebrew by the same word—katav.   

d) Surprisingly, the Greek verb “come” (elthon) of v. 49 is in the 
aorist tense which like its English counterpart, conveys simple 
action in the past, e.g., “I hit the ball” (a one time occurrence 
at some past time).   

e) To express continuous action in the past or present, Greek has 
other tenses—therefore elthon can only be translated one way, 
“I came.”  

f) Unfortunately, it doesn’t make sense to translate it this way—
Yeshua is not speaking to his disciples about a one-time 
past event, but about the present!  

g) The context forces us to translate it, “I have come” (i.e., into 
the present perfect tense).   
1] Luke 19:10 

For the Son of Man came to seek and to save what was lost.  
a] It should say; “has come”—wasn’t Yeshua still on 

earth seeking and saving the lost when he uttered 
these words?  

                                                 
3 From a teaching by David Bivin, Jerusalem Perspective, The Jerusalem School of 

Synoptic Studies. 

2] Mathew 11:19 
The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they say, 
‘Here is a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors 
and ‘sinners’ ….  
a] It should say; “has come”—after all “they say,” “He is a 

glutton … not was a glutton …  
h) When Yeshua says “I have come,” the English reader immedi-

ately pictures Yeshua leaving his heavenly throne and, as the 
Servant of the Lord, coming to earth.  
1] But, “I have come” may often be a Hebrew idiom that de-

notes intention or purpose.  
2] In Luke 12:49, Yeshua almost certainly uses the word 

“come” in the sense of; “I intend to bring fire on the 
earth”—or “My purpose (or better, “My task”) is to bring 
fire on the earth.”  

2) ANOTHER PROBLEM IS THE PHRASE; “AND HOW I WISH  IT 
WERE ALREADY KINDLED!  
a) Literally, the Greek says, “and what I wish IF already (it) has 

been set on fire.”  
b) What is the “what” doing at the beginning of this clause?  
c) The KJV (as usual) gives a very literal rendering, “what will 

(wish) I”—but, “what I wish” makes no sense in English.  
d) The difficulty vanishes when we realize that the Hebrew word 

“what” can also mean “how.”   
e) “How” is the meaning in this context—and ONLY when it is 

translated “how” does it properly parallel it’s “how distressed 
I am …” counterpart in v. 50.  

3) Next, we have to ask whether Yeshua did in fact “wish (that) the 
fire (of judgment was) already kindled!” as ALL English trans-
lations indicate.  
a) Is it conceivable that Yeshua longed for the judgment to begin?  

1] John 3:16-17 
16“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only 
Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have 
eternal life. 17For God did not send his Son into the world 
to condemn the world, but to save the world through him.   

2] 2Peter 3:9 
The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some un-
derstand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting 
anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance.  



b) One might translate this clause as if it were a wish (“O that …” 
or “Would that …”) were it not for the “if” which follows the 
words “and what I wish if …”  

c) The “if” changes the meaning to, “how could I wish …”—
Yeshua is not eager for the Day of Judgment—on the contrary 
he doesn’t “want anyone to perish.”  

d) It is clear that Yeshua is “distressed” by the thought of fire or 
judgment—50how distressed I am till it is accomplished!  
1] But, is he thinking of its initiation (its being “kindled”), or 

its termination (the final judgment)?  
2] The Hebrew word “burn” has a different range of meaning 

than in Greek or English.  
3] The Hebrew verb “burn” can be used in the sense of “be on 

fire,” as in English or Greek, but it can also mean “start 
burning,” i.e., “break out in flames” or “burn up,” i.e., “be 
consumed by flames.  
a] Exodus 3:2  

There the angel of the LORD appeared to him in flames 
of fire from within a bush. Moses saw that though the 
bush was on fire (i.e., first meaning) it did not burn up 
(i.e., third meaning).   

4] The third meaning makes the best sense—“already kindled” 
should read “already burned up”—and it is a better parallel 
to its counterpart, “until it is accomplished” (in v. 50).  

5] Moreover, the subject of “burned up” cannot be the “fire”—
it has to be “the earth.”   
a] Fire burns, but it does not burn up—a log can burn and 

a fire can burn it up (or cause it to burn up), but in Eng-
lish one does not speak of fire as burning up.  

b] Moses did not say to himself, “Why doesn’t the fire burn 
up?” but “Why doesn’t the bush burn up?”  

c] The “it” (in v. 49), the subject of “burned up” is “the 
earth”—not the “fire.”  

e) 50I have a baptism to be baptized with …  
1] The Hebrew word for “baptize” (tovel) can be translated ei-

ther as “I baptize” (i.e., I immerse an article) or “I am bap-
tized” (i.e., I immerse myself).  
a] Once we put the Greek infinitive baptisthenai (“to be 

baptized”) back into Hebrew, it is possible to translate 
the word as “to baptize.”  

b] And this makes more sense—“baptism” cannot refer to 
something Yeshua must undergo, but rather, parallel to 
“send,” something that Yeshua brings upon the earth 
and its inhabitants—Not something to be done to him, 
but something that he does to others.  

c] This “baptism” does not refer to Yeshua’s impending 
death by crucifiction, but to the “fire” which he has 
started on earth.  

4) How should this expression be translated?  
a) 49I have come to bring FIRE on earth—how could I wish it were 

already burned up! 
50But I have a BAPTISM to baptize with—how distressed I am 
until it is accomplished!  

b) “My task is to set the earth on fire. That I am doing. The earth 
is burning. I have already begun to sow the seeds of judg-
ment, and one day there will be a final judgment. But, I do not 
look forward to that Day of Judgment, that final moment—the 
moment of my Return—when men will no longer have a 
chance to accept me as Lord. How could I wish for that! I am 
required to baptize the earth, to judge the world. That is the 
task I have been given by my Father. But in the meantime, un-
til that judgment is complete, how difficult it is for me! How I 
agonize as some men decide to become my disciples, and 
others decide to reject my messianic claims.”  

c. Sanhedrin 97b  
R. Samuel bar Nahmani said in the name of R. Jonathan: Blasted be 
the bones of those who presume to calculate the time of redemp-
tion. For they are apt to say, “Since redemption has not come at the 
time expected, it will never come.” Rather, one must wait for it, as 
is said, “Though it tarry, wait for it” (Hab. 2:3). Lest you say, “We are 
looking forward to its coming, but He does not seem to,” Scripture 
asserts, “Truly the Lord is waiting to show you grace, truly He will 
arise to pardon you” (Isa. 30:18). But since we look forward to it and 
He also looks forward to it, what then delays its coming? The meas-
ure of justice delays it. But since the measure of justice delays it, 
what point is there in our waiting for it? To receive reward [for hop-
ing], as is said, “Blessed are all they that wait for it” (ibid.).  

d. Romans 9:1-5  
1) Does Paul go on to condemn the Jewish people?—NO!  
2) What he DOES go on to say is that God’s relationship with His 

people Isreal is determined by His PROMISE.  



3) It is a GIFT—NOT something merited or earned. 
 

5. There is nothing more hateful to G-d than division between His children.  
a. The metzora must be ostracized because, through his slander and 

tale-bearing, he is himself a source of divisiveness; nevertheless, 
the Torah is loath to separate him from the community.  
1) Ecclesiastes 5:4-6; 2) Romans 16:17-20; 3) 2Peter 2:1-3  

b. So it is not enough that the technical experts say that he is marked 
by tzaraat. It is only when the Kohen—whose very being shud-
ders at the thought of banishing a member of the community—is 
convinced that there is no escaping a verdict of tzaraat, that the 
metzora is separated from his people.  
1) And it is only when the one doing the banishing is suffused 

with loving concern for the banished person, that the penalty 
will yield a positive result—the repentance and rehabilitation 
of the metzora. 

 
6. There is another lesson here as well: it is not the fact of the tzaraat 

that renders the metzora impure, but the Kohen's declaration of his 
impurity.  
a. In other words, no matter how terrible a persons state may be, TO 

SPEAK ILL OF HIM IS MORE TERRIBLE STILL. The Kohen's saying 
that he is impure affects his spiritual state far more profoundly 
than the actual fact of his tzaraat!  

b. The power of words—  
1) Proverbs 15:1-2; 2) Proverbs 15:23; 3) Proverbs 18:7-8 (KJV)  
4) Proverbs 25:11-12; 5) Ecclesiastes 12:10; 6) Isaiah 50:4 

 
7. 4the priest shall order that two live clean birds and some cedar wood, 

scarlet yarn and hyssop be brought for the one to be cleansed.    
a. Because the plague of tzaraat comes in punishment for evil talk, 

which is an act of chatter, therefore birds are needed for his purifi-
cation, because these chatter continuously with a twittering 
sound (Rashi).  

b. The name 'hyssop' can be traced back almost unchanged through the 
Greek ύσσωπος (hyssopos) and Hebrew אזוב (ezov).  
1) Exodus 12:22; 2) Psalm 51:1-12; 3) John 19:28-30  

c. If the point is that he should show humility, why does he bring both 
a cedar and hyssop? But the true meaning of humility is not to be 
broken and bowed, but to be humble even as one stands straight 
and tall (The Chassidic Masters).  

1) Because he has exalted himself like a cedar ... he should humble 
himself like a grass. 

 
8. Sanhedrin 98b 

Rab said: The world was created … For the sake of the Messiah. 
WHAT IS HIS [THE MESSIAH'S] NAME? The School of R. Shila said: 
His name is Shiloh, for it is written, until Shiloh come (Gen 49:10) … 
The Rabbis said: His name is THE LEPER (METZORA) SCHOLAR,’AS 
IT IS WRITTEN, SURELY HE HATH BORNE OUR GRIEFS, AND 
CARRIED OUR SORROWS: YET WE DID ESTEEM HIM A LEPER, 
SMITTEN OF GOD, AND AFFLICTED (Isa 53:4). 
 

14:8"The person to be cleansed must wash their clothes, shave off all their 
hair and bathe with water; then they will be ceremonially clean. After this 
they may come into the camp, but they must stay outside their tent for 
seven days. 9On the seventh day they must shave off all their hair; they 
must shave their head, their beard, their eyebrows and the rest of their 
hair. They must wash their clothes and bathe themselves with water, and 
they will be clean. 

10"On the eighth day they must bring two male lambs and one ewe lamb 
a year old, each without defect, along with three-tenths of an ephah of the 
finest flour mixed with olive oil for a grain offering, and one log of oil … 

 
1. 8"The person to be cleansed must wash their clothes, shave off all their 

hair and bathe with water …  
a. The metzora … shaves his entire body, including the hair of his head 

and his eyebrows, prior to immersing in amikveh. He emerges from 
the "living waters" like a newborn without facial markings, as 
though the metzora has died and a new individual been born, 
who is then marked with blood on his right ear, his right thumb, 
and his right big toe. This is similar to the initiation rite of the 
priests, and like that ritual may be intended to recognize that 
the metzora has endured something that in some way will always 
set him apart as well.4 

 
14:33The LORD said to Moses and Aaron, 34"When you enter the land of Ca-
naan, which I am giving you as your possession, and I put a spreading 
mold in a house in that land, 35the owner of the house must go and tell 
the priest, 'I have seen something that looks like a defiling mold in my 
house.' 36The priest is to order the house to be emptied before he goes in 
to examine the mold, so that nothing in the house will be pronounced un-
clean. After this the priest is to go in and inspect the house. 37He is to ex-
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amine the mold … and close it up for seven days. 39On the seventh day the 
priest shall return to inspect the house. If the mold has spread on the 
walls, 40he is to order that the contaminated stones be torn out and 
thrown into an unclean place outside the town. 41He must have all the in-
side walls of the house scraped and the material that is scraped off 
dumped into an unclean place outside the town. 42Then they are to take 
other stones to replace these and take new clay and plaster the house. 

43"If the defiling mold reappears in the house after the stones have 
been torn out and the house scraped and plastered, 44the priest is to go 
and examine it and, if the mold has spread in the house, it is a persistent 
defiling mold; the house is unclean. 45It must be torn down—its stones, 
timbers and all the plaster—and taken out of the town to an unclean 
place. 46"Anyone who goes into the house while it is closed up will be un-
clean till evening. 47Anyone who sleeps or eats in the house must wash 
their clothes ... 
15:1The LORD said to Moses and Aaron, 2"Speak to the Israelites and say to 
them: 'When any man has an unusual bodily discharge, such a discharge 
is unclean. 3Whether it continues flowing from his body or is blocked, it 
will make him unclean. This is how his discharge will bring about un-
cleanness: 4"'Any bed the man with a discharge lies on will be unclean, and 
anything he sits on will be unclean. 5Anyone who touches his bed must 
wash their clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till even-
ing. 6Whoever sits on anything that the man with a discharge sat on must 
wash their clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till even-
ing. 7"'Whoever touches the man who has a discharge must wash their 
clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till evening. 8"'If the 
man with the discharge spits on anyone who is clean, they must wash 
their clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till evening. 
9"'Everything the man sits on when riding will be unclean, 10and whoever 
touches any of the things that were under him will be unclean till evening; 
whoever picks up those things must wash their clothes and bathe with 
water, and they will be unclean till evening. 11"'Anyone the man with a dis-
charge touches without rinsing his hands with water must wash their 
clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till evening. 12"'A 
clay pot that the man touches must be broken, and any wooden article is 
to be rinsed with water. 

 
1. The narrative arc of Parashat Metzora moves from a discussion of the 

re-entry ritual of persons following recovery from the skin afflic-
tions of tzara'at, to tzara'at which affects the walls and contents of 
individuals' houses, to a discussion of genital discharges 
(zav/zavah) in men and women. It is a movement from more public 
manifestations to more private manifestations of these conditions. Le-
sions of the skin are apparent to anyone with whom the one afflicted 

comes into even the most superficial social contact. One's house is 
more private, shared with family and close friends. Tzara'at in the 
house or of the house can be hidden from the general public but not 
from those one holds more closely. Finally, genital discharges, the most 
private, are hidden from all but those with whom we are most intimate, 
and sometimes known only to the one affected. And yet all require 
some level of separation and some ritual for reentry into an intimate 
relationship, a (domestic) relationship, a social/public relationship.5  
We have seen why the Messiah, of all possible manifestations, assumes 
the garb of a metzora. But in this context, it is possible to interpret the 
names of the two parashiot that discuss tzara’at as referring to the 
process of redemption: Tazria, meaning “sow,” refers to the work we 
do to cause redemption to “sprout”; Metzora refers to the Messiah 
himself. Thus, the phrase Tazria-Metzora allegorically means “Sow the 
seeds of the messianic redemption.”  
In most years, the two parashiot of Tazria and Metzora are combined 
in the public reading of the Torah in the synagogue. In the allegorical 
context just mentioned, this teaches us that we must view our efforts 
to refine the world through studying the Torah and fulfilling its com-
mandments not only as ends unto themselves—which they most cer-
tainly are, inasmuch as we are instructed to fulfill God’s command-
ments out of devoted obedience—but also as the means by which we 
hasten the advent of the Messiah. We must not dissociate 
our Tazria—our sowing—from Metzora—its messianic goal.6 
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